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gens with high singlet-oxygen
yields for mitochondria-specific imaging and
antitumor photodynamic therapy†

Shasha Zhang,a Wenfang Yang,a Xiao Lu,b Xinyi Zhang,a Zhichao Pan,a Da-Hui Qu, a

Dong Mei,*b Ju Mei *a and He Tian a

AIE-active photosensitizers (PSs) are promising for antitumor therapy due to their advantages of aggregation-

promoted photosensitizing properties and outstanding imaging ability. High singlet-oxygen (1O2) yield, near-

infrared (NIR) emission, and organelle specificity are vital parameters to PSs for biomedical applications.

Herein, three AIE-active PSs with D–p–A structures are rationally designed to realize efficient 1O2 generation,

by reducing the electron–hole distribution overlap, enlarging the difference on the electron-cloud distribution

at the HOMO and LUMO, and decreasing the DEST. The design principle has been expounded with the aid of

time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations and the analysis of electron–hole

distributions. The 1O2 quantum yields of AIE-PSs developed here can be up to 6.8 times that of the

commercial photosensitizer Rose Bengal under white-light irradiation, thus among the ones with the highest
1O2 quantum yields reported so far. Moreover, the NIR AIE-PSs show mitochondria-targeting capability, low

dark cytotoxicity but superb photo-cytotoxicity, and satisfactory biocompatibility. The in vivo experimental

results demonstrate good antitumor efficacy for the mouse tumour model. Therefore, the present work will

shed light on the development of more high-performance AIE-PSs with high PDT efficiency.
Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT), due to its site-specicity and non-
invasiveness, has become one of the most promising strategies
for clinical tumour treatment.1–13 Exploiting photosensitizers (PSs)
effectively generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as singlet
oxygen (1O2) under light irradiation is of paramount importance to
the development of PDT.1,3–6,8 Among the PSs developed,1–17 the
luminescent ones usable for image-guided PDT are attracting
increasing attention.1–5,8,9,11,15–17 For a clinically usable luminescent
PS, high ROS generation, long emission wavelength, and organelle
specicity are very important factors.2,4 However, most of the
existing luminescent PSs still can hardly simultaneously hold these
three merits.
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Small-molecular organic uorophores with photosensitizing
properties stand out among various PSs, due to their satisfactory
biocompatibility and biodegradability, easy-to-adjust structures,
and optical properties.1–5,8,9,11–13,15–17 However, traditional organic
luminescent PSs usually suffer from the aggregation-caused
quenching (ACQ) effect in the biological media due to the rigid
planarp-conjugated structures and poor water-solubility.13,16,17 The
ACQ effect of a luminescent PS usually leads to a reduction in the
efficiency of emission and 1O2 generation and subsequently limits
its wide application in biomedical elds. In contrast, aggregation-
induced emission (AIE)-active luminogens (AIEgens) have shown
signicant advantages and potential for biomedical applications
due to their high brightness, outstanding photostability, and long-
term in situ imaging ability.5,8–11,14,15,18–37 What is more attractive is
that the strong intra/intermolecular interactionsmake the AIEgens
prone to form tighter aggregates, which could block the non-
radiative pathways, increase the quantum yield, stabilize the triplet
state, and thus boost the generation of ROS.5,8,37 It is therefore
believed that the AIEgen-based PSs are ideal candidates for image-
guided PDT.5,9,11,23,25,27,29,37

NIR uorescence imaging has shown great potential in the
diagnosis of diseases such as cancer, due to its negligible bio-
substrate autouorescence interference and deep-tissue pene-
trating ability.9,11,24,33,36 As such, developing simple and facilely
accessible AIE-active NIR PSs is thus urgently needed to promote
clinical applications. Moreover, organelle specicity is also
conducive to the performance of luminescent PSs. Mitochondria-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Scheme 1 (a) Molecular design for high-performance NIR-emissive AIE-active PSs for image-guided efficient PDT. (b) Molecular engineering of
NIR AIE-PSs, i.e., TPEPF6, TPAPF6 and DEAPF6. (c) Schematic illustration of the corresponding properties of the designed NIR AIE-PSs and the
mitochondria-specific image-guided PDT effect of TPAPF6. AIE: aggregation-induced emission; NIR: near-infrared; D–A effect: electron-
donating and electron-accepting effect; ICT: intramolecular charge transfer; PDT: photodynamic therapy; PSs: photosensitizers; ISC: inter-
system crossing; ROS: reactive oxygen species; 1O2: singlet oxygen; QYNIR: quantum yield of NIR fluorescence; QYROS: quantum yield of ROS.
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specic PSs provide a favourable option for high-efficiency
PDT,33,34,36 because mitochondria are the energy factories for cells
and key regulators of cell death signals.38 On the other hand,
mitochondria are the primary targeted sites of 1O2, which are
damaged in the early stages of apoptosis induced by PDT. Despite
that AIE-active NIR PSs have been developed for mitochondria-
specic image-guided PDT,34,36,39–41 currently there is still a lack
of simple and economical ones with high ROS yield and
mitochondria-targeting ability.

Herein, three NIR AIE-active PSs (i.e., TPEPF6, TPAPF6 and
DEAPF6) with mitochondria specicity and ultra-efficient 1O2

generation have been developed through rational molecular
engineering (Scheme 1a and b). Impressively, TPEPF6 and TPAPF6
show the highest 1O2 quantum yields reported so far (Table S1†).
The in vitro experiments have shown that the present AIE-PSs can
be quickly taken up by cancer cells and display bright NIR uo-
rescence in cells, exhibiting high photostability, good biocom-
patibility, and preferable localization in mitochondria. In order to
simply evaluate the PDT potential of these small-molecular AIE-
PSs, we adopted the intratumoral injection to ensure their accu-
mulation in tumours. The in vivo experiments have demonstrated
the potential of these PSs to visualize tumours, efficiently destroy
cancer cells and prevent the growth of malignant tumours under
white-light irradiation (Scheme 1c). This research work is
supposed to not only provide powerful alternatives for NIR uo-
rescence image-guided PDT but also offer insights into the
rational design of efficient NIR-luminescent AIE-PSs.
Results and discussion
Molecular design, synthesis, and characterization

As shown in Scheme 1, in each of our AIE-PSs, twisted confor-
mation, extended p-conjugation, donor–acceptor (D–A)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
electronic structures, as well as the sufficient separation of the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) have been ingeniously
integrated. Structurally speaking, the twisted conformation
with multiple rotors is believed to be responsible for the AIE
attribute. To be more specic, the multiple aromatic rings
connected through single bonds can rotate or twist around the
single bonds and thus can be viewed as rotors. In the solution or
molecularly dispersed state, the multiple aromatic rings can
rotate freely and vigorously, which dissipates the excited-state
energy, boosts the nonradiative decay channels, and thus
leads to inefficient or even no emission. In contrast, in the solid
or aggregated state, the intense intermolecular interactions
exert physical constraints on the intramolecular motions, which
activates the radiative decay pathways and results in efficient
luminescence. Moreover, because of the repulsive interaction
and the steric hindrance, the aromatic rings are tilted out of the
plane, leading to a distorted 3D conformation. Such a confor-
mation could prevent the p–p stacking and further hamper the
emission quenching. Consequently, the AIE characteristics can
be ensured. The extended p-conjugation together with the D–A
structure is supposed to account for the NIR uorescence and
ICT effect. In the meantime, the ICT and the small overlap
between the HOMO and LUMO, which for one thing reduce the
energy gap between the singlet state and the triplet state (DEST)
and for another promote the intersystem crossing (ISC), are
supposed to contribute to the efficient PS effect.5,8,37,42–46 What's
more, it has been discovered that the separation of electron–
hole transition orbitals is associated with the ICT effect, can
give rise to a small DEST and accelerate the ISC process, thus
conducive to the generation of ROS.5,8,37,47–50

Accordingly, molecules holding a D–p–A structure with
multiple rotors are facilely constructed. Electron-donating
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7076–7085 | 7077
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tetraphenylethylene (TPE), triphenylamine (TPA), and dieth-
ylaminobenzene (DEA) are respectively conjugated to the same
electron-accepting moiety, i.e. (E)-4-(2-cyanovinyl)-1-
ethylpyridin-1-ium groups via two simple Knoevenagel
condensation reactions by using the intermediate of 2,2′-(1,4-
phenylene)diacetonitrile. It thus gives rise to the uncharged
molecular skeleton supposed to have an AIE feature and long-
wavelength emission. Further salication of the pyridinyl
groups successfully yields our targeted molecules TPEPF6,
TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 (Scheme 1). The positively charged pyr-
idinium group not only can serve as an electron-accepting unit
but also might afford a good mitochondria-targeting func-
tion.33,34,40,41 The simple three-step synthetic routes of the
designed TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 are shown in Scheme
S1.† The structures of all the intermediates and targeted prod-
ucts were conrmed by 1H NMR, 13C NMR, and HRMS, with the
detailed characterization data shown in Fig. S1–S25.†
Theoretical calculations

To grasp an understanding on the relationship between the
structure and the properties of these three compounds prior to
the experiments, the TD-DFT method in the Gaussian 09 so-
ware package was rst applied to perform the structure opti-
mization and theoretical calculations.51 As revealed by the
optimized molecular geometries shown in Fig. 1a, all these
compounds adopt a non-planar conformation. It would
Fig. 1 (a) Optimized geometries andmolecular orbitals of the HOMO and
hole distributions of the S1 states of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6. The b
green regions depict where the electron densities are accumulated; (Bo
TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6, respectively. (c) Singlet (S1)- and triplet (T1

7078 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7076–7085
effectively inhibit the intermolecular p–p stacking and the
subsequent uorescence quenching and hence would allow
these compounds to uoresce intensively in the aggregated
state. The energy gaps (Egs) of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6
were calculated to be 2.06, 1.96, and 2.10 eV, respectively.
Moreover, each compound exhibits distinctly different electron
distributions between the HOMO and LUMO (Fig. 1a), sugges-
tive of a remarkable ICT effect. The electron clouds on all the
LUMOs are mainly distributed over the (Z)-4-(2-cyano-2-
phenylvinyl)pyridin-1-ium moiety. Compared with TPEPF6 and
TPAPF6, the electron cloud of the HOMO in DEAPF6 is more
widely distributed on the benzene in the middle of the 2,2'-(1,4-
phenylene)diacrylonitrile group. It means that the charge
separation is more thorough in TPEPF6 and TPAPF6 as
compared to that in DEAPF6. It implies that these compounds
might all possess efficient PS properties, and the PS perfor-
mances of TPEPF6 and TPAPF6 would probably be better than
that of DEAPF6. Taking the efficient ICT effect and small Eg
together, NIR uorescence can be anticipated as well.

To gain a deeper insight into their ICT effects, the electron–
hole distributions were further analysed using the Multiwfn
program.47,48,52 The results are well consistent with those ob-
tained via Gaussian calculations. More specically, the calcu-
lated electron–hole distributions of these molecules in the S1
state show that the electrons are mainly distributed on the (Z)-4-
(2-cyano-2-phenylvinyl)pyridin-1-ium group (A), while the holes
LUMO levels of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6. (b) (Top panel) Electron–
lue regions depict where the electron densities are depleted, and the
ttom panel) Overlap of the electrons and holes for the S1 state of the
)-state energy levels of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6, respectively.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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are primarily distributed on the acrylonitrile-decorated TPE/
TPA/DEA group (D). It means that electrons are transferred
from the D group to the A group in the S1 state (the top panel of
Fig. 1b). Clearly, it is also illustrated that there is a small overlap
between the electron and hole distributions in all these three
compounds (the bottom panel of Fig. 1b). The overlap between
the electron and hole distribution of DEAPF6 is slightly larger
than that of TPEPF6 or TPAPF6 according to the Sr and Sm values
shown in Table S2.† Combining multiple parameters of elec-
tron–hole distribution (Table S2†), all the S1 states feature ICT
characteristics, which is benecial to the reduction of DEST.48

The DES1−T1
is calculated to be 0.46, 0.46, and 0.56 for TPEPF6,

TPAPF6, and DEAPF6, respectively (Fig. 1c and S26†). As shown
in Table S3,† all these compounds have small DESTs. Moreover,
the results of cyclic voltammetry tests (Fig. S27† and Table 1) are
in good accordance with those obtained by Gaussian calcula-
tions, all suggesting that TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6might be
good photosensitizers. Encouraged by the theoretical results,
a series of experiments were implemented to assess the pho-
tophysical and photosensitizing properties, the mitochondria-
targeting ability, and the in vitro and in vivo PDT effect.
Photophysical properties

The photophysical properties of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEPPF6
are summarized in Table 1. Their absorption maximum lies at
419, 476, and 495 nm (Fig. 2a), respectively, and the corre-
sponding molar absorption coefficients are determined to be
3.44 × 104, 3.24 × 104, and 2.81 × 104 L mol–1 cm–1. Clearly, the
locations of the absorption maxima are compatible with the
visible-light excitation source applied in PDT. The emission
maximum of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEPPF6 in DMSO is located
at 553, 583, and 640 nm, respectively (Fig. 2b). As the solvent
polarity increases, their uorescence intensities gradually
decrease with the emission maxima blue- or red-shied to
different degrees (Fig. S28–S30†), reecting the ICT effect.53,54

Noteworthily, the solvatochromic effect of TPEPF6 and TPAPF6
is much more signicant than that of DEAPF6, which agrees
well with the theoretical calculation results.

Their AIE properties were fully demonstrated with the results
depicted in Fig. 2c and S31–S42.† They merely showed weak
photoluminescence in DMSO (good solvent) in the range of
500–700 nm. As the fraction of toluene (poor solvent) increased,
the emission intensities of all these three uorogens were
boosted signicantly, attributed to the aggregation-activated
restriction of the intramolecular motions (RIM). The emission
peaks of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 in the DMSO/toluene (1/
9, v/v) mixtures are located at 662, 783, and 768 nm, respectively,
suggestive of their NIR-uorescence properties. Their Stokes
shis are over 200 nm and larger than those of the traditional
ACQ uorophores (usually smaller than 50 nm). The large
Stokes shi can effectively reduce self-absorption in uores-
cence imaging. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and dynamic light scattering (DLS) results (Fig. S43–S46†)
veried that these NIR-uorescent compounds all possess AIE
properties. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, the emission
peaks of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 in the solid state are
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7076–7085 | 7079



Fig. 2 (a) UV-vis spectra (the dotted lines) and FL spectra (the solid lines) of TPEPF6 (black), TPAPF6 (red), and DEAPF6 (blue) in the dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO)/toluene (v/v = 1/9) mixtures, respectively, c = 10–5 M. (b) Normalized FL spectra of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 in the solid
state. (c) The plots of the emission enhancements (I/I0 − 1) of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 in the DMSO/toluene mixtures versus the fractions of
toluene, c = 10–5 M. (d) UV-vis spectra and (e) decomposition of ABDA in the presence of TPAPF6 after being irradiated with a white light for
different times in a mixture of DMSO/water (v/v = 1/100). A0 = absorption of ABDA @ 378 nm without light irradiation. A = real-time absorbance
of ABDA @ 378 nm at different irradiation times. For (d) and (e), to avoid the inner-filter effect, the absorptionmaxima of the PSs were adjusted to
about 0.2 OD. [ABDA] = 5 × [PS]. Light power density = 25 mW cm−2 (f) Decomposition rates of ABDA in the presence of TPAPF6 in a mixture of
DMSO/water with different water fractions (fws) under white-light irradiation ([AIEgen] = 10–5 M, [ABDA] = 5 × 10–5 M).
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located at 694, 833, and 866 nm, respectively. And the uores-
cence spectra of TPAPF6 and DEAPF6 even extend over 1200 nm,
indicating their potential in the second near-infrared (NIR-II)
uorescence imaging. In addition, the average zeta potential
of TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 in DMSO/water (v/v, 1/99) was
measured to be 14.9, 27.9, and 38.1 mV, respectively (Fig. S47†).
It thus can be speculated that they might be able to target the
mitochondria of living cells.

As shown in Fig. S48,† only small changes were observed in
the UV-vis spectra of these three AIEgens (10 mM) under white-
light irradiation. The absorbance values remain above 70% even
aer 15 minutes of continuous white-light irradiation (25 mW
cm−2), indicative of their satisfactory photostability.

The crystal data and acquisition parameters of TPAPF6 are
summarized in Table S4.† As shown in Fig. S49,† TPAPF6 takes
on a highly twisted 3D conformation. Abundant intra- and
intermolecular short contacts such as C–H/p, C–H/F, C–H/
N interactions, etc. signicantly stiffen the molecular confor-
mation and restrict the intramolecular motions. Moreover, the
distances between the central benzene plane and the pyr-
idinium ring plane of two adjacent molecules are all longer than
3.65 Å, which can prevent the intermolecular p–p stacking,
endowing TPAPF6 with outstanding AIE properties.

It is believed that the AIE effect and D–p–A structure tend to
promote the generation of ROS.55,56 As depicted in Fig. 2d, e, and
S50,† under white-light irradiation, the absorbance of the ROS
indicator, i.e., 9,10-anthracenediyl-bis(methylene)dimalonic
acid (ABDA), at 378 nm in the presence of any of these AIE-
gens signicantly decreased with the increasing irradiation
7080 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7076–7085
time. The decomposition efficiencies of ABDA coexisting with
these AIEgens were signicantly higher than that with the
commercial PS, i.e. Rose Bengal (RB). As calculated, 10.0 nmol
of TPEPF6 can degrade 37.7 nmol of ABDA per minute, and the
same amount of TPAPF6 and DEAPF6 can degrade 40.2 nmol
and 19.8 nmol of ABDA per minute, respectively. The decom-
position rate constant of ABDA (kABDA) was determined from the
curve of ln(A0/A) versus irradiation time (Fig. S51†). The larger
the slope, the stronger the ability to generate 1O2. The relative
slopes of RB, TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 are 1.000, 6.597,
8.380, and 2.428, respectively. It suggests that the 1O2 yields of
these three AIEgens are all higher than that of RB under parallel
conditions. In addition, using RB as a reference (the 1O2

quantum yield is 0.75 in water), the 1O2 quantum yields of
TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6 were estimated to be 5.11, 3.17,
and 0.88, respectively (Fig. S51†).

The photosensitizing properties evaluation results show good
consistency with the results acquired via Gaussian and Multiwfn
programs. Obviously, compared with DEAPF6, TPEPF6 and
TPAPF6 show higher 1O2 quantum yields, whichmay be related to
their different ICT effects and ISC processes.57 Among all these
three AIEgens, the more the rotors, the stronger the 1O2-gener-
ating ability is. It might be because the D–p–A-structured AIEgen
with more rotors could take on a more twisted conformation
which facilitates the electron–hole separation and the differen-
tiation of the electron-cloud distributions at the HOMO and
LUMO, thus promoting the ISC. In this manner, the AIE feature
not only improves the uorescence brightness, but also contrib-
utes to the generation of ROS in the aggregated state.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Thus, the ability of TPAPF6 to produce 1O2 was studied in
mixtures of DMSO/H2O with different water fractions. The
results showed that its ability to produce 1O2 is signicantly
enhanced when the water content exceeds 60% (Fig. 2f and
S52†). It is probably because the restriction of intramolecular
motions in the aggregated state helps to promote the ISC
process, and stabilizes the 1O2. Moreover, the increased amount
of oxygen brought by the addition of water might also
contribute to the enhanced generation of 1O2.
Mitochondria-specicity and cytotoxicity

Investigation of the intracellular 1O2 generation ability of these
three AIE-PSs in 4T1 and SK-OV-3 cells was performed using
a SOSG assay.58–60 As shown in Fig. S53–S58,† strong green uo-
rescence emerged with the prolongation of the light-irradiation
time, indicating their efficient 1O2 production in cells. In addi-
tion, the bright-eld images showed that the cells cultured by
TPEPF6 and TPAPF6 almost all became round, with the cytoplasm
becoming leaked and the cytoskeleton destroyed. The cells began
to fall off from the culture plates aer 15 minutes of white-light
irradiation. The morphology of the cells treated with DEAPF6
also changed signicantly aer 30 min of light irradiation as the
cells turned rounded and shrunken. All the above results together
exhibited that these AIE-PSs can produce 1O2 at high yields under
light irradiation, which can effectively kill cells.

The mitochondria-targeting abilities of these AIE-PSs were
assessed as well. The cells treated with our AIE-PSs were clearly
visualized with bright red uorescence, suggesting they enjoy
outstanding cell membrane permeability and cell-imaging
capabilities. For both 4T1 and SK-OV-3 cells, the uorescence
from AIE-PSs merges well with the uorescence signal from
MitoTracker® Deep Red FM (Fig. S59†). Their Pearson's corre-
lation coefficients are 0.79, 0.84, and 0.75 in 4T1 cells, and 0.79,
0.81, and 0.85 in SK-OV-3 cells, respectively. It showed that
these AIE-PSs all hold the ability to target and image the mito-
chondria of live cells, which may play an important role in
tumour treatment.

Motivated by the excellent 1O2 generation efficiency, we
further investigated the biocompatibility and photodynamic
Fig. 3 Relative viabilities of cancer cells (4T1 cells) treated with TPEPF
darkness or white-light irradiation (100 mW cm−2, 30 min) and further
standard deviation, n = 6.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
killing activity of these AIE-PSs through a standard Cell-
Counting-Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay. As depicted in Fig. 3, these AIE-
PSs show low dark cytotoxicity to both cancer cells and normal
cells at a concentration of 10 mM, with all the cell viabilities
remaining above 80%. Take TPAPF6 for example. Cell viability
does not change signicantly in the dark even when the
concentration of TPAPF6 is increased to 20 mM, suggestive of
good biocompatibility. In sharp contrast, when the cells were
exposed to white light for 30 min, the cell survival rates decrease
sharply with the increasing concentrations of AIE-PSs. For
example, TPEPF6, TPAPF6, or DEAPF6 at a concentration of 10 mM
could cause severe viability loss aer white-light irradiation, with
the cell survival rate of 4T1 cells decreasing to only 12%, 8%, and
24%, respectively. The corresponding half inhibitory concentra-
tion (IC50) of TPAPF6 to 4T1 cells was as low as 3.98 mM (Table
S5†). The IC50 of TPEPF6 to A549 and the one of DEAPF6 to 4T1
was 3.12 mM and 3.79 mM, respectively. All the results suggested
that these AIE-PSs hold signicant photo-cytotoxicity. Similar
cytotoxicity has also been found in all examined cells with
different AIE-PSs (Fig. 3, S60, and Table S5†). Pitifully, these AIE-
PSs show no obvious difference in the phototoxicity to cancer
cells and normal cells. As such, intratumoral injection is utilized
for the in vivo experiments.
Tumour visualization and the antitumor effect

From the viewpoint of excitation/emission wavelength, singlet-
oxygen yield, and mitochondria-targeting ability, TPAPF6
holds the best overall performance among all these three AIE-
PSs. In other words, although the singlet-oxygen generating
ability of TPEPF6 is higher than that of TPAPF6, the absorption
and emission maxima of TPAPF6 lie at much longer wave-
lengths as compared to those of TPEPF6. Moreover, the mito-
chondria-targeting capability of TPAPF6 is also superior to that
of TPEPF6. In view of this, TPAPF6 was selected as a model for
the following tumour visualization and antitumor experiments.
In vivo treatment experiments were carried out based on the 4T1
breast tumour model. As depicted in Fig. 4a, within 1 h aer
intratumoral injection of TPAPF6, the red uorescence signal
collected with lem = 700 nm at the tumour sites clearly
6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6, respectively, at various concentrations under
being incubated for 4 h, 12 h, or 24 h. Data represent mean value ±
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Fig. 4 (a) In vivo fluorescence visualization of tumour sites (black circles) of the 4T1-bearing BALB/c mice over time after intratumoral
administration of TPAPF6. (b) Ex vivo fluorescence imaging of tumour tissues and various organs dissected from tumour-bearing mice at 24 h
after intratumor injection of TPAPF6 (with or without light irradiation) and PBS. lex = 465 nm, lem = 700 nm. (c) and (d) In vivo tumour inhibition
effect. (c) Photographs of tumours dissected from tumour-bearing mice after 12 days treatment. (d) Tumour growth curves of mice after
different treatments (n = 5). All data are presented as the mean ± SD. The data show significant statistical differences between TPAPF6 + light-
treated groups and the other three groups (***P < 0.001, very significant).
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demonstrated the accumulation of TPAPF6. Notably, uores-
cence emitted from the tumour site was still intense at 24 h
post-injection. It is suggestive of the high retention of the
TPAPF6 nanoaggregates in cells. Similar results were obtained
with the uorescence signals recorded at lem = 760 nm
(Fig. S61†), further demonstrating the tumour visualizing ability
of TPAPF6 with NIR uorescence. The mice were sacriced and
the uorescence signals of major organs and tumours were
captured to further study the biodistribution of TPAPF6 in vivo
(Fig. 4b). Among all the evaluated tissues including tumour,
heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney, no uorescence signal was
observed except from the tumour.

4T1 tumour-bearing mice were applied to evaluate the in vivo
therapeutic effect of TPAPF6. As illustrated in Fig. S62, 4c and d,
the growth of the tumours on the mice injected with PBS and
subjected to light irradiation (i.e., PBS + light group) cannot be
hindered. Similar results were also shown by the group injected
with TPAPF6 but exempt from light irradiation (TPAPF6 group)
7082 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7076–7085
and the PBS control group. In sharp contrast, the TPAPF6-
treated group showed signicantly inhibited tumour growth
under white-light irradiation. To further verify the antitumor
effect of TPAPF6, 5 mice in each group were sacriced aer 12
days treatment. Then, the tumours were collected, and their
volumes and weights were measured (Table S6†). The results
shown in Fig. 4c, d, and S63† further proved that TPAPF6 has
remarkable antitumor ability via PDT.

Moreover, the body weights of mice in each group were
measured to assess the in vivo biocompatibility. It was found that
the body weights of mice among different groups changed
reasonably within the normal range during the PDT process,
reectingminimal systemic effects (Fig. S64†). Themain organs of
mice were collected on day 12 aer treatment and stained with
H&E dyes. Compared with the PBS group, H&E staining images of
major organs in each treated group showed no obvious inam-
matory lesions or impairment, and no tissue necrosis was found in
any of the histological specimens (Fig. S65a†). Besides that, the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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blood of live mice was collected on day 11 post-treatment and the
blood biochemical indexes were analysed. As shown in Fig. S65b
and c,† the expression levels of aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) showed no distinct discrepancy
among the four groups, indicating low side effects and satisfactory
biocompatibility of TPAPF6. These results provide preliminary
evidence that TPAPF6 would not cause acute toxicity during the
treatment period, suggestive of its potential for clinical
application.

Conclusions

In summary, a series of D–p–A-structured AIE-active PSs, namely
TPEPF6, TPAPF6, and DEAPF6, with the electron-donor varying
from TPE to TPA and to DEA were facilely synthesized via simple
procedures. Near-infrared emission and high 1O2 production are
achieved by increasing the separation degree of electron–hole
distribution, enlarging the difference in the distribution of elec-
tron clouds at the HOMO and LUMO, and simultaneously
reducing the DEST. Through the investigation of the structure–
property relationship, we found that large p-conjugation, strong
D–p–A effect as well as sufficient rotors are essential to achieving
NIR-emissive and AIE-active photosensitizers with high 1O2

generation ability. Compared with DEAPF6, TPEPF6 and TPAPF6
show higher 1O2 quantum yields. However, the emission wave-
lengths of TPAPF6 and DEAPF6 are relatively longer than that of
TPEPF6, with the solid-state emission spectra extending over
1200 nm. In other words, the emission and photosensitizing
properties can be nely tuned by modulating the electron-
donating ability and the number of rotors of the electron-
donor. Furthermore, their specic targeting capability to mito-
chondria has also been proven in living cells. These AIE-PSs all
show strong ability to kill cells under white-light irradiation even
at a low concentration. More importantly, in vivo experiments
demonstrate that TPAPF6 can achieve visualization of tumour
sites with the NIR uorescence in a high-contrast fashion, and in
the meantime can effectively eliminate tumours in a PDT
manner. Therefore, our work not only provides some clues on the
molecular engineering of highly efficient singlet-oxygen-
generating PSs based on AIEgens, but also contributes a series
of high-performance PSs with great potential to be used in clin-
ical photo-theranostics.
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